Abstract-Integration testing is vitally important for ensuring software quality, since many serious software defects are not isolated in single components. Unfortunately, creating integration tests is often a manual and laborious effort. A fundamental problem of software testing is how to automatically create effective integration tests with oracles that find bugs efficiently.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many companies have adopted agile development [20] , in particular continuous delivery where software is tested and released frequently, at the end of each delivery iteration. In continuous delivery, it is important to test integrated software components at the end of each short-term (i.e., ten day) iteration [21, pages 55-82] . In fact, integration testing has emerged as a major testing approach for agile and distributed software development [25] , since the majority of serious software defects are no longer isolated in single components and many catastrophic problems occur in interactions among different components [23] .
In integration testing, integrated software modules or components are evaluated as a whole to determine if they behave correctly [2, page 6] [4, page 21]. For object-oriented software, integration tests invoke methods that belong to different classes, which exchange data as a result of these invocations [11] . Acceptance testing is a kind of integration testing where many components of the application are integrated to implement some requirements [4] . At an extreme, big bang testing is an example of the coarsest granularity of the acceptance testing, where the entire application is assembled and tested in one step [33] , however, its usefulness is limited, since a single debugging task is impractical [37, Section 7.2] . DOI reference number: 10.18293/SEKE2019-001
Executing acceptance and big-bang tests takes significant resources and time, since they require comprehensive and laborious installation and configuration of the application under test (AUT) on a testbed, and each run of these tests may take tens of minutes or hours, depending on the functionality of the AUT. Naturally, acceptance and big-bang tests are run on testbeds during major software releases, however, it is impractical to do so during and at the end of the short-term agile iterations. Clearly, finer granularity integration tests are required that are coarser than unit tests, where implementations of methods that belong to the same class are tested individually [4] , [26] ). Combining two or more methods that belong to different classes is an example of an integration test of a finer granularity that are needed for agile iterations [27] . Given that developers routinely make small incremental changes to applications to fix bugs and modify their functionalities, finer granularity tests are needed to verify that the AUT behaves as desired during and at the end of the agile iterations.
The larger the project, the more important integration testing is to find bugs efficiently in integrated components of an application [37] . Unfortunately, it is expensive, since the average cost per finding and fixing a defect is currently the highest for integration and acceptance testing [23] . This cost increases approximately by anywhere from five and up to twenty times if a defect is missed during integration testing and found at a later stage [15] . Creating effective integration tests requires significant time and effort, since it is not feasible to test all combinations of components in a software application, and the number of these combinations is enormous for nontrivial applications [5] , [17] . Despite these difficulties, the demand for integration tests is high, since they are reported to have a higher defect removal efficiency when compared with other forms of testing (e.g., unit) [5] , [23] .
Our key idea is to use a stable release of the AUT to synthesize integration tests with oracles that will be used to test the subsequent releases of this AUT as part of agile iterative development. Creating integration tests be ASSISTed with automatically obtained models that describe frequently interacting components, and thus are viewed as strong candidates for containing integration bugs. ASSIST combines in a novel way static dataflow and dynamic analyses with pattern mining to guide the synthesis of integration tests. Our tool and experimental results are publicly available at https://www. dropbox.com/s/k1mfuzfw6r7138a/assist-release.tar.gz?dl=0.
II. THE PROBLEM
Making integration testing cheaper and more effective is very important and is equally very difficult. Constructing finely granular integration tests is a laborious effort that requires time and resources, which is difficult to justify especially in continuous delivery where software is released in shortterm iterations. Combining different components blindly in integration tests reduces their effectiveness, since the total number of integration tests is exponential in the number of components in a software application and many components do not interact with one another. A fundamental problem of software testing is how to automatically create effective integration tests that have a high bug-finding power.
A main objective for software integration tests is to be effective in finding bugs. An equally important objective is to find bugs in a shorter time period without using significant amount of resources, i.e., software integration tests should also be efficient. A system that generates millions of random integration tests is unlikely to be effective and efficient, since running these tests will consume significant resources and time without any guarantees that integration bugs will be found. Thus, our main goal is to minimize the number of synthesized integration tests and their execution time and to increase their effectiveness of finding bugs at the same time.
III. OUR SOLUTION
The architecture and the workflow of ASSIST are shown in Figure 1 . The input to ASSIST (1) is the Application Test Suite (ATS) that consists of the AUT, unit and acceptance tests and input test data for these tests. The AUT (2) is run using acceptance tests with the Profiler that collects Execution Traces that are (3) analyzed by the Frequent Pattern Miner that outputs (4) frequent patterns of method calls. The Model Learner (5) learns the model that correlates properties of test input data with frequently mined method calls and it produces (6) the Model that is used to prioritize the synthesis of integration tests, i.e., to produce more effective integration tests efficiently. An important contribution of ASSIST is that stakeholders concentrate on creating and improving unit and acceptance tests as they do it now, and effective integration tests will be synthesized automatically using models that are learned using these acceptance and unit tests.
To execute synthesized integration tests, input test data is required, i.e., all variables and fields of the objects should be initialized that are used in the methods of these integration tests. Moreover, since the first method of an integration test is the N th method that is executed as part of some acceptance test, this method uses the values of different objects and their fields, which constitute the state of the AUT. Our idea is to generate test input data by carving the AUT state [39] before executing the N th method in the acceptance test for the given integration test. In fact, since the sequence of methods in an integration test can be executed as part of two or more acceptance tests, the carved states for these acceptance tests will serve as the set of the input data for the same integration test. A rudimentary state carving method is to traverse the heap starting from the objects that are created in the main method.
The Model is used (7) as the input to the Execution State Carver that reruns the AUT with specific acceptance tests in order to carve (8) AUT States for the frequent patterns of method calls. Independently from this step, (9) unit tests from the ATS are inputted to the Unit Test Analyzer that uses static analyses to obtain (10) complex Oracle Expressions that include variables and AUT classes that are eventually used in assert statements in these unit tests. Next, (11) specific Oracle Expressions are selected for carved AUT States and then these selected Oracle Expressions are projected (12) onto the carved AUT States using the State Projector to obtain (13) the values of the oracles. As we discussed, unit tests can contain complex expressions and control flows, and its assertion statements contain variables whose values are computed as results of executing these unit tests. To determine what objects and their fields from the AUT are used in these assertions, unit tests are analyzed using a combination of backward slicing [38] and symbolic execution to obtain all expressions that contribute to computing the values of oracle expressions in assert statements. Then, these expressions are re-evaluated given the carved states and new values for the oracles for these expressions are obtained. These obtained oracles, the source code of the AUT and the Model (14) are used by the Integration State Synthesizer that (15) outputs integration tests. This concludes the description of the ASSIST architecture.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we pose research questions (RQs), describe subject applications, explain our methodology and variables, and discuss threats to validity.
A. Research Questions
As part of evaluation, we will answer the following research questions (RQs) to assess how ASSIST meets the objectives of effectiveness and efficiency.
RQ1: How effective are synthesized integrations tests in finding bugs? The rationale for this research question is to determine whether ASSIST synthesizes integration tests that can locate more integration bugs in software when compared with certain baseline approaches, e.g., manually created integration tests and FUSION, an approach that composes integration tests from unit tests [29] . RQ2: How efficient is ASSIST in synthesizing integration tests that can help find bugs without a significant use of computing resources? The rationale for this research question is to determine if ASSIST produces fewer integration tests and their total execution time is not prohibitive, while measuring their effectiveness of finding bugs at the same time. Our goal is to show that ASSIST can synthesize a much smaller and manageable number of integration tests that have good bug-finding power. 
B. Subject Applications And Their Test Suites
The subject applications for evaluating ASSIST are opensource Java applications that are widely used. Their characteristics are given in Table I . SCRIBE is one of the subject applications that serves as a OAuth module for Java applications. This application has close to 50 contributors and 22 releases. NanoXML is a Java-based non-validating parser. The third subject application is ShtutXML, an XML to text mapper. All subject applications have test suites that contain mixtures of unit and acceptance tests. In addition, we used several graduate students from UIC with prior software development experience to study these applications and create additional unit and acceptance tests.
C. Methodology And Variables
To address RQ1 and RQ2 we evaluate ASSIST using the following two dependent variables: the number of synthesized integration tests and their bug-finding power. The number of synthesized integration tests is a function of the threshold value for mining frequent method sequences. The smaller the value is the more sequences can be mined, which is exponential in the limit. The larger the threshold value is, the fewer more frequent method sequences can be mined, however, the mining process may take a very long time. Unfortunately, frequent pattern mining algorithms are computationally intensive, and increasing the threshold value closer to one may take weeks or months even using powerful computers. Thus, as part of our experimentation we show the sizes of mined method sequences that we obtain for different threshold values and how they affect sizes of synthesized integration test suites.
We measure the bug-finding power of test suites using mutation testing, which is recognized as one of the strongest approaches for evaluating the effectiveness of test suites [14] , [18] . The code of the application under test (AUT), P, is modified by applying mutation operators to the AUT's code to create a buggy but syntactically correct version of the AUT, P , i.e., a mutant. Running the test suite for P on P should fail some tests, i.e., the mutant is killed. Otherwise, the test suite is deemed not adequate to find bugs and it should be enhanced with new tests that can kill mutants that were not killed with the previous version of the test suite. A key measurement of the power of determining the adequacy of test suites is mutant killing ratio, i.e., the ratio of the number of mutants killed by a test suite to the total number of generated nonequivalent mutants. That is, our goal is to apply a mutation testing approach to the subject applications that generates mutants for determining the adequacy of integration test suites synthesized by ASSIST and the mutant killing ratio should be approximately the same when comparing to test suites that are manually created or generated using a competitive approach.
In our evaluation we compare the tests produced by our approach with FUSION [29] , a state of the art tool for generating integration tests by combining unit tests using an object-relational model that it re-engineers from the source code of the application. The independent variables in our evaluation included the two mutation testing tools, jMINT [16] and JavaLanche [30] , the set of subject applications, and the threshold values used in the pattern mining tool called BIDE to extract frequent method sequences from execution traces that are obtained from the subject applications. The number of integration tests that ASSIST synthesizes is also guided by the number of tests that contain oracles that come with the subject applications.
For frequent pattern mining, we use an closed sequence frequent pattern mining tool called BIDE [34] . This tool implements a very efficient algorithm for determining closed frequent sequences. We note that ASSIST is not tied to these specific tools. Any frequent pattern mining tool that identifies closed frequent sequences can be used in place of this tool.
D. Threats to Validity
One threat to external validity is the nature of applications that we used to evaluate ASSIST -they are small and may not be good representatives of the overall population of applications. We plan to conduct more experiments with many more applications to generalize these results. Subject applications were chosen based on the availability of large and diverse tests suites that we used as acceptance tests and to extract test oracles. In addition, we are also constrained by the limitations of FUSION, since it does not produce oracles. The counter argument to this threat to validity is that the subject applications are popular and have many tests and they may be viewed as good representative of the applications that are built in industry.
Another threat to validity is that we do not address the problem of storing transient state components, such as pointers to external resources (e.g., sockets and files). Since we show that our approach works for non-transient data structures, we hope to address the challenges with transient states as the next logical step in our future work. This technical challenge does not pose a threat to the core of ASSIST.
Finally, a threat to validity is that we evaluate the mutants against the integration tests generated by only one tool, namely, FUSION. Ideally, we need more tools on generating integration mutants that contain meaningful oracles, unfortunately, little research is done in this area that resulted in tools that can be used in our evaluation. The very purpose of our research is to address this limitation.
V. RESULTS
In this section, we report the results of the experiments and state how they address our RQs. We carried out experiments using Mac OSX 10.8, 64-bit CPU 2.4 GHz Intel Core i7, 8GB of RAM, 256KB L2 Cache(per core) and 6MB L3 Cache.
Performance-related measurements are shown in Table II . Clearly, the biggest space-related expense is the the carved state that requires approximately 1.5GB for NanoXML. Instrumenting the applications and synthesizing data takes less than 20 seconds, which is a reasonable expense. We can conclude that with respect to time and memory consumption, ASSIST is a practical approach that can be used for reasonably sized software applications to generate integration tests.
We evaluate the results of our approach and compare its effectiveness compared to manually generated tests and the tests generated by FUSION. Results of our experiments are shown in Table IV . For the AUT SCRIBE the strong mutant killing ratio is the same that is achieved with manually created tests. This result shows that it is possible to achieve the same result with ASSIST as it is achieved with manually created tests. Even though the ratio for SHTUTXML is smaller with ASSIST-based integration tests when compared to manually created tests, we view it as an impressive result, since ASSIST is fully automatic.
The application NANOXML is a source of concern, since its mutant killing ratio is very low with ASSIST-based integration tests. Our investigation revealed the following. When we run the acceptance tests, that are 101 unique methods in NANOXML that are invoked and are written in execution traces. Of these, there are 27 unique methods that are mined as frequent sequential patterns. Unfortunately, there are unit tests only for five methods. For the remaining methods there are no assertions in any of the manually created tests. Moreover, those methods that are used in unit tests and are part of the mined frequent sequences are loosely integrated with other methods in these sequences, so that the tightness of integration is very poor. ASSIST is based on the assumption, that unit tests and acceptance tests are adequate to produce integration tests that can be used as the software evolves. This also exposes the characteristics of the test suite and the lack of adequate tests for methods that were identified in the set of frequently used methods. As a result, ASSIST could not synthesize enough effective integration tests.
The case with NANOXML highlights the results of consequences of deficiencies that result in poorly built tests rather than limitations of ASSIST. Indeed, if acceptance and unit tests are abundant and if they are constructed properly, ASSIST automates a difficult and laborious tasks of creating effective integration tests. Moreover, for SCRIBE, ASSIST achieve the same mutant killing ratio with fewer synthesized tests, i.e., 36 when compared with 100 manually created tests. For SHTUTXML, the mutant killing ratio is achieved with only six synthesized tests.
We also see that using weak mutation ASSIST produces a weak mutation killing ratio that is equal to the manually created tests for two applications, SCRIBE and NANOXML. In addition, our approach performs equally well compared to FUSION for both these applications. In both these cases, our approach also provides mutant killing ratios that is at least 50% of mutant killing ratio of manually created tests.
The results of evaluating ASSIST with the mutation tool called Javalanche are shown in Table V . ASSIST-based synthesized integration tests are richer than ones created by FU-SION, resulting in more mutants generated by Javalanche for ASSIST. As a result, ASSIST-based tests cover more mutated statements when compared to ones generates by FUSION. ASSIST-based tests kill many more mutants when compared with FUSION-generated tests. The mutation score for covered mutants is much higher for all applications for ASSIST. Based on this evidence we can conclude that we positively answer RQ1, i.e., synthesized integrations tests are effective in finding bugs.
To address RQ2, we will need to evaluate the results of our approach in terms of performance of the frequent mining algorithm which is dependent on the initial sequences generated during the execution of acceptance tests and the number of tests ASSIST generates. Table III provides information on the number of unique methods for each subject application, maximal sequence of method calls that was traced during execution of acceptance tests. The last three columns state the threshold values that were used to identify the frequent sequences, and the actual number of sequences that were used by ASSIST. For each of the subject applications, we note that it did not take more than a couple of seconds to identify these frequent sequences. The other result we need to evaluate to address RQ2 would be the number of integration tests ASSIST produces. Table I provides details on the number of tests we produce. It can be observed that the number of tests generated by ASSIST is close to the number of tests that were created manually or by FUSION. Ihis shows that even though there is a potential of execution trace producing a large number of sequences, using a combination frequent mining and static analysis techniques ASSIST is able to produce tests that can be executed as efficiently as manually produced tests and the tests produced by FUSION. Based on this evidence we can conclude that we positively answer RQ2, i.e., ASSIST is efficient in synthesizing integration tests that can help find bugs without a significant use of computing resources.
VI. RELATED WORK
Related work on automatic generation of integration tests has many branches. Different model-based approaches exist for generating integration tests using different types of formal models [9] , [19] , [28] and using modeling approaches for creating integration tests for distributed applications [6] , [35] . Some approaches learn models and class dependencies for integration testing from application code and behavior [3] or from previous versions of the same application [7] , [8] . Opposite to these approaches, ASSIST does not require models for generating integration tests, since models may be outdated, incomplete, or they may not exist at all. In addition, it is not clear how oracles are defined for these approaches. ASSIST is different from these approaches and complementary to them in that ASSIST synthesizes integration tests using models of method invocations. Unlike ASSIST, these approaches do not have explicit mechanisms to control the number of generated tests while increasing their effectiveness, and it is a question how efficiently it is achieved.
Class Integration and Test Order (CITO) approaches determine orders in which classes are composed in integration tests using graph-based and search-based solutions [1] , [10] , [12] , [13] , [22] , [36] . However, the determination of a cost function, which is able to generate the best solutions, is not always a trivial task. In contrast, ASSIST does not require cost functions, and it extracts oracles from tests, while CITO does not address the oracle problem. Unlike ASSIST, CITO approaches do not reflect the frequency of executions of integrated components, and therefore it is not clear how it can increase the effectiveness of the composed integration tests.
Approaches that compose integration tests from unit tests and some software modules [24] , [29] , [31] , [32] address a different angle of the problem than ASSIST -the latter concentrate on producing effective integration tests efficiently, while it is unclear how the former approach addresses a problem of reducing the large number of combinations of unit tests into integration tests.
VII. CONCLUSION
We created a novel approach for Automatically SyntheSizing Integration Software Tests (ASSIST) that automatically obtains models that describe frequently interacting components in software applications, thus reducing the number of synthesized integration tests and increasing their bug-finding power. In ASSIST, static and dynamic analyses are used along with carving runtime states to obtain test input data as well as oracles for the synthesized integration tests. We experimented with three Java applications and show that integration tests that are synthesized using ASSIST have comparable bug finding power with manually created integration tests.
